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Abstract: Perioral dermatitis (POD) is a chronic inflammatory skin disease that primarily affects females between the ages of 16 and 
45. Conventional therapies face the challenge of limited efficacy and a high recurrence rate. In this report, we present the case of a 26- 
year-old male patient with POD who was successfully treated using the Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitor, abrocitinib. This treatment 
exhibited both good efficacy and safety. Abrocitinib, as a JAK inhibitor, holds promise as a potential therapy for cases of POD that 
might be resistant to conventional therapies. 
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Introduction
The Janus kinase-signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK-STAT) pathway plays a crucial role in various 
inflammatory cutaneous disorders. In 2022, the United States Food and Drug Administration approved abrocitinib, an 
orally administered highly selective JAK-1 inhibitor, for the treatment of refractory moderate-to-severe atopic dermatitis 
(AD) in adults. Abrocitinib has exhibited high efficacy and a favorable safety profile. It acts by inhibiting several 
inflammatory cytokines and growth factors that are mediated by the JAK-STAT pathway, which plays a pivotal role in the 
pathogenesis of AD. Perioral dermatitis (POD) has proven to be a challenging condition to treat, often characterized by 
a high recurrence rate, particularly when patients cannot avoid the use of topical corticosteroids or potential allergen 
exposure. In this report, we present a case of refractory POD successfully treated with abrocitinib.

Case Presentation
A 26-year-old female presented with a one-year history of grouped erythematous, scaly, follicular papules, papulove-
sicles, and papulopustules on the perioral region. She complained of intense pruritus accompanying these lesions, which 
significantly impacted her quality of life and occasionally led to sleep disturbances. Prior to developing POD, she had 
intermittently used cosmetics containing corticosteroids for over a year, a duration longer than the course of her disease. 
Common therapeutic agents, such as moisturizers, topical calcineurin inhibitors, oral tetracycline antibiotics (like dox-
ycycline and minocycline), and hydroxychloroquine, had been tried with limited efficacy. The patients sought further 
management in our dermatology department (Figure 1A).

Based on the medical history and typical clinical presentation of the patient, we diagnosed the condition as POD. Considering 
several crucial factors, including the progression of the disease, the ineffectiveness of the routine treatment plan, and the urgent 
need for relief for the patient, we decided to initiate the oral administration of abrocitinib, a selective JAK-1 inhibitor, following 
a comprehensive examination to rule out severe infection, coagulation disfunction, hepatic failure, renal disorders, tuberculosis, 
and other potential concerns. Additionally, we prescribed the patient to discontinue the use of cosmetics containing 
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corticosteroids. Abrocitinib treatment commenced at a dosage of 100 mg per day. Remarkably, the pruritus significantly improved 
the following day, and after just two weeks, the perioral lesions had almost completely disappeared without any accompanying 
discomfort (Figure 1B). The abrocitinib therapy was discontinued after a 12-week treatment course, with no reported adverse 
events. Even after 12 weeks of discontinuation, there were no signs of relapse.

Discussion
POD, also known as rosacea-like dermatitis or periorificial dermatitis, is a chronic inflammatory skin condition. It is 
characterized by scaly erythema, often accompanied by small erythematosus papules or papulovesicular, primarily 
located in the perioral region but can also affect the area around the nose or eyes. This condition predominantly affects 
females between the ages of 16 and 45. While topical corticosteroids are a common trigger for POD, cosmetics and 
toothpaste containing chlorine or fluorine can also sometimes contribute to the development of the disease. The treatment 
of POD typically involves several approaches, including discontinuing the use of topical corticosteroids, avoiding 
potential allergens that can trigger or worsen POD, and medication. In cases of mild POD, topical therapies such as 
topical calcineurin inhibitors and topical antibiotics are preferred over systemic treatments. Systemic therapies are 
generally recommended for moderate-to-severe POD or cases of mild POD that do not respond to topical therapy. 
Commonly used agents for systemic treatment of POD include oral tetracyclines and macrolides, with the clinical use of 
ivermectin for POD on the rise.1 While various medications are employed as treatment options, there is no universally 
standardized and approved treatment regimen for POD, and treatment decisions are often based on clinical experience.2 

In this report, we presented a case of a female patient with POD who exhibited a positive response to abrocitinib. We 
have obtained consent from the patient to publish all photographic materials.

To the best of our knowledge, we present the first case report of POD showing a positive response to abrocitinib. 
Abrocitinib is a highly selective JAK1 inhibitor that has received approval for the treatment of moderate and severe AD.3 It 
effectively inhibits numerous critical cytokine signaling pathways, including those mediated by interferon (IFN)-γ, inter-
leukin (IL)-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15, and IL-17. In addition to its use in AD, abrocitinib has demonstrated effectiveness in 
treating various other skin disorders, such as alopecia areata,4 plaque psoriasis,5 lichen sclerosus,6 Hailey-Hailey disease,7 

necrobiosis lipoidica,8 prurigo nodularis,9 primary cutaneous lichenoid amyloidosis,10 and several others.
In our case, the treatment with abrocitinib resulted in rapid alleviation of pruritus and the complete disappearance of 

skin lesions after two weeks. After a 12-week follow-up period, there were no signs of recurrence or adverse events. 
Importantly, alongside medication, the patient completely avoided the use of cosmetics containing corticosteroids. This 
remarkable efficacy significantly reduced the psychological burden on the patient and allowed her to resume her daily life 
without being negatively impacted by the disease. One possible explanation for the successful treatment of POD with 
abrocitinib is its ability to alleviate inflammation by inhibiting a group of inflammatory cytokines and aiding in the 
restoration of the damaged skin barrier. This suggests the potential involvement of the JAK-STAT pathway in the 
pathogenesis of POD, although the specific role of JAK signaling in POD remains unclear. However, it is essential to 
note that while abrocitinib was effective in this case, its efficacy in treating POD may not be universal, and the response 
to other types of JAK inhibitors may vary in terms of both efficacy and safety. Long-term follow-up is necessary to 

Figure 1 The skin lesions before and after abrocitinib therapy. (A) The skin lesions on the perioral region; (B) Two weeks after the abrocitinib therapy.
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further evaluate the efficacy and safety of abrocitinib for the treatment of POD and to gain a better understanding of its 
role in managing this condition.

Conclusion
This case suggests that the JAK-1 inhibitor, abrocitinib, could serve as a potential alternative for refractory POD that 
might be resistant to conventional therapies. Further studies are required to explore the precise mechanisms involved and 
to thoroughly assess the long-term efficacy and safety of abrocitinib in treating POD.
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